CTTESSICS
The new symbols an_d diagrams used in this issue have been supplied
through the British Chess Problem Society, who have had them specially
designed, in the form of Letraset dry transfers. They cost 60p per sheei of 330
symbols (and 5p per sheet of l5 diagrams).

Srarrholfer Lart- Moyert

cot

iinued rrom c4, p7.

Two correspondents have, independently, discovered that an extra case,
impossible in orthodox chess, should od'aooeo to the table of last
moves ./
The position by Mr. crops., who diedin ,|g62, was sent
by him to "':'
Mr. T.H.
"' willcocks
when they were in correspondence about orihodox ast_rnouers,
f

By combining features from 157 and 1Eg, and adding some
touchcs of my own,
- '- '
I have been able, in 1 59, to reduce the number of me-n ,r"o l"iihl,
a-rrii''
from 20 to 16, and also ta force the third move.

157 B. Schwarzkopf
Last 2 (single) moves

158 H,H. Cross
Last 2 moves

159 G.P. Jelliss
Last 3 moves
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The other six problems improve on previous efforts at other last-move tasks.
161 B"S. {after T.Kuner} 162 G"P.J.
Last move.
Last 2 rnoves

160 M. Hanazawa
Last move
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c5,2
163 G.P.J.

165 G.P.J.

164 G.P.J.
Last move

Last move

R,ookho!!er

Last move

Echoet

By J, D. Beasley
166 J.D. Beasley
H.M . 2Y2 with set play

167 J.D.B.

In this pretty quartet

HM3 with set play

by J.D.B. number three
is the high-spot

and number four
a witty tail-piece.
Compare:

F362, J. D. Beasley,
The Problemist,
January 1977.
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168 J.D.B,
HM3% with set play

WKal, Sa3, Sh3,
Grasshopper c4;
BKe6, Sd7, Pe7, GfO.

:::il:::::::

169 J,D.B.
3% with set play

Helpmate in 3 by lKdo
Sf4 2GcG Gc7 3Pe5 Sbs
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1Gt7 SbO 2Sc4 Sdb 3Ss5.

A partial

echo.
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a

with set play

The rockhopper is to the
Sfasshopper as the rook is to
the queen. Thus the He6
in the f irst problem 166
guards gG and e3.

c5,3
The introduction of a serial system for the original problems makes
reference to them, in future articles, easier. Ouoted problems will be lettered
A, B, C,... within the article where they are quoted, Please consider the
probfems in Chessics 1 to 4 renumbered as follows = Moose 1-12. Angles
1J-l5. All-in 16-24. Last movers 25-46. LHS 47-54. Antipodebn55-581 Free
feapers 59--63. Quadraphage 64-72. Antipodean 73-80. Trarlsitions 81-85.
Looking-glass 86" Circles 87-89. Grid 90- 1A2. Dissections 103-106. Torus
107-114. Angles 115. Moose 116-118. All-ln 119-jl 26. Kriegspiel 127-130.
Fuf f -move 131. Disguise 132. Knighted 133- 137. An-nan 138- 144. itJlulti-Rex
145- 147 . Grasshoppers 148-1 56.

Fd,ot b a

By

ll (hen

Retror

C. M. B"Tylor

Up to now no rules have been given governing the start of play in a game
of Football Chess according to my rules. The assumptien in the foliowing two
problems is that A game of Fotball Chess starts from a position containing
any number of pieces on their normal starting squares, ancl the ball anywhere.
I iustify this on the following grounds {a} Et is irnpossible to start from
the normal game array because of the ball {b) Sinee there is no capturing in the
play, the only way in which positions with less than 32 men could be legal is to
start off with only the pices required for the diagrammed positions (or with
pawns that could promote to them). (c) Once you start off with unequal force
there is no particular logical starting square for the ball, so that it might as well
start anywhere.

, 171 C.M.B.T"

'!70 C.M.B. Tylor

White has just played his

Score in 2

6th move. What was the
game
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170 is supplied with the
fo!lowing csmmentary

:..

"The referee, aftei'
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watching an action replay
in which a substitution is
made, awards a free kick
just outsid; the penalty
area".

Dr. Tylor also writes that for purposes of play as a game his Football Chess
was originally envisaged with B pieces a side, no pawns orld the ball d4; with no
scoring direct frorn the kick off allowed. {A way of startinE from the normal
game array might be to play to the normal rules, converting to Football Chess
Rules as soon as the ball appears - by promotion of the first pawn).

c5,4

Aotler in Knightr' Tathr
continued from C3. p5.
Here at last are the solutions to the maximum and minimum tasks for each
type of angle. The results can be summarised in the table

DAOAROODOS
max. 26
22
36 30
min.
4
O
2 O

22
O

17
O

Diagrarns A to F show the maxirna, while G, H, A, I show the first four
minima, C, D, H show no DOs, and B, C, E, l, J $.how no Ss. The combined
minirna of problem 4 are shown in diagrams l, C, J, H. Tour F is by J.J. Secker,
the others are of my own construction.
J.J.S. argues that 17 straights is the Absolute maximum, as fgllows
(a) Construct 24 straights by parallel lines, e.g. a4 - c8, a3 - c7, a2 - dB, a1- d7,
b2 - e8, b1 - e7, c2 - f8, c1 - t7 and so on. This number cannot be increased by
tra nsposition.

(b) Consider a8,

a7

, aS and

h

1,

h

2, h4. A move f rom each of these must cancel

out one of the 24 straights; leaving us

18.

(c) Connect up as many lines as possible. a4 cannot go to b3 as it would also
cancel the strbjght at c5. d8 cannot go to f7 since this cancels e5. So we must
have c6 - d8 - b7. And so c8 - a7 - b5, and b7 - a5 - c4.
(d) Connecting c4 - d6 and e3-- f5 or c4 - e3 and f5 - dG forms, in each case, a
closed loop. To form a tour, one more straight has to be lost - giving us the 17
atta i ne d.

Diagrams K and L show the paths of the guided and misguided missiles in
the solution of problem 3.

Problem 2O1* Diagrams A, C and F are asymmetric. VVhat are the maxima
that can be attained in symmetric tours for these three cases ?
To complete the proof of Theorem 4 (C3, p5) it remains to prove that a closed
knight's tour of the 8 x 8 with only DA, R and OO angles is impossible. Try to
construct such a tour.
(a) Insert the corner angles.
(b) At a2 two of the moves form an OA angle, so we must take the move to b4.
f nsert a2 - b4, bl - d2, etc.
{c} At b3 the only move that can be taken is to a5 since the other choices form
S, OA or DO angles. Draw in b3 - a5, bG - a4, etc.
(d) At b2 the path a4b2d1 forms a DO and the paths a4b2c4, dib2d3_
form OA while the path c4b2d3 forces a DO at e5 ! Therefore the path threrugh
b2 must be a right angle a4b2d3 or d1b2c4. The path through e5 must then
also be a right angle c4e5f3 or d3ebc6.
(e) Here we must split up the process into four diagrams showing the four
geometrically different ways of arranging these pairs of right angles. The
resulting diagrams look promising but in fact they lead only to dead ends and
short circuits (by the same arguments as have been used previously). This is
left to the interested reader to confirm. Diagram H shows that it is only just
impossible.

* out of

seqU€Dce

B

lF
F
b

,J/
if_
G

J

c 5,6

By T. G. Pollard

Woolworm!

As I lay soaking in the bath this morning my upward gaze detected a small
dark spot on the eeiling. Investigation justified my fear it was a woodworm
beetle. He was immediately and appropriately dealt with. I am no Archimedes
but as I returned to luxuriate in the steaming water it occurred to me that the
wretched woodworm, which spends most of its life tunnelling, might have
something to offer Fairy composers.
Here is the idea
The woodworm moves on rook lines, but moves only when it can pass through a
tunnel (l avoid "hole" because to a chess player that rneans something quite
dlfferent) formed by two men of either colour standing opposite eacl'r other in
the ranks or files adioining that in which the woodworm moves; e.g. place a
woodworm at c5 and any pieces at b3, d3, e4 and e6. Now the W ian move to
fgh5 (but not to abdeS) or to c12 (but not to c34678).
A move must pass through the tunnel and cannot start or finish in it
(though there is no objectlon to it starting or finishing in other tunnels). tt
follows that a woodworm can move to or from a board edge but cannot travel
along it.
172 T"G. Pollard
Mate in 4

173 T,G.P.
Helpmate in 3

174 T.G,P"
Series helpmate in 24
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175 T.G.P.

':76 C.E. Kernp
HM4 in two ways

Series hefprnate in 't7

X77 G.P. Jelliss
Helpmate in 3
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c5,7

Tourr

& Totht

Readers of T.R. Dawson's Five Classics

will recall his use of alphabetical

tours, spelling out some appropriate phrase, as frontpieces. lt seems appropriate
to continue this tradition here, with 178. The ampersands are inserted between
Z and A to give an odd number of symbols so that, for instance,0fetter can
occur on squares of either colour (as the two Ts in ,|78).
In 179 the moose do not move alternately, sometimes (as in the corners)
one moose makes two consecutive hops.

178 G.P. Jelliss
Open Knight

Tour Lettered

E,..2&A..,2&A...N

179 C.M.B. Tylor
Open Moose over Moose Tour
Each M covering 32 squares

'ffi//
/ri

Wi'

I
I

I believe the task in 180 and the related tasks of putting the squares on
the first second and third ranks have been done before, but this version shows as
many of the numbers 1 to 16 in one quarter of the board, and as rnany of 1 to
32.an one half of the board as is possible.
The task of placing the multiples of 8 in numerical order along the
diagonal was done by T,R. Dawson in 1935 in Comptes Rendus de G Congres
!nternational de Recreations Mathematiques, p"64. This is necessarily an open,
6mmetric tour. In 181 the octuples are not in order but the tour is closed a*#
symmetric,
In 182 and 183 the numbering does not have any significance; it is just
difficult to draw the tours legibty. A tour of {0,S} or of lS,q} leaps alone !s not
possible, bu1 a five leaper capable of either of these leaps can tour the whole
board. In 182 the tour is symmetric and the number of leaBs of each type is the

same.

A closed symmetric G over R tour was given by T.R. Dawson in FCR

April 1938 {prob. 3179}. The tour in 1g3 is built up from a4 x4 symmetric
closed tour in each quarter.

c5,8
180 A.S.M. Dickins
Open Knight Tour with
Squares on f ourth rank

181 G.P.J.
Symmetric Closed Knight Tour
Octuples on diagonal
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182 G.P.J.
Symmetric Closed'

5-

Leaper Tou r

32 straight and 32 skew leaps

193 C.M,B.T.
Symm. Closed
Grasshopper Tour over
K ing as hu rd le

Price 30p per issue, post free (f 1.20 f or four)
All back issues are still available at this price.
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